Manila, PHILIPPINES
THE PROBLEM SEX TRAFFICKING; SEXUAL
VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN
The Philippines’ capital of 11.7 million people is
a major global port city, the hub of the country’s
government and home to many educational
institutions—but it is also a destination city for women
and children trafficked into the sex trade. In recent years,
the country has made strides to stop trafficking, but children continue
to be exploited in karaoke bars and entertainment clubs where
customers can abuse them in VIP rooms or pay a fee to take them out
of the bar. The overburdened court system makes getting justice very
difficult for impoverished families, and sexual predators abuse children
without fearing consequences.
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THE FACTS
Worldwide, there
are nearly two
million children in
the commercial sex trade.1
Human trafficking is a
massive global enterprise,
generating about $150
billion a year—two-thirds
from commercial sexual
exploitation.2
Worldwide, about 80% of
human trafficking victims
are women and girls, and
up to 50% are minors.3
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IJM’s first conviction
A man is sentenced to prison
for raping a 13-year-old girl.
2010

“I also decided to be involved because this is
not only for myself. I want to give justice for
all the victims of human trafficking.”
–Rowena,* a survivor who testified in two trials against traffickers
in the Philippines

sex crimes prioritized
Sex trafficking cases are
prioritized in a Supreme Court
order to judges nationwide. There
are 400% more convictions in the
first quarter of 2011 than in the
entire previous year.
2012

How IJM Manila Combats
Sex Trafficking and Violence

IJM’S 100Th conviction IN
THE PHILIPPINES

We rescue victims by identifying bars, clubs and street corners where

fastest conviction

young women and children have been trafficked, or homes where

IJM’s fastest-ever sex trafficking
case in the Philippines ends with a
conviction after just 7 months.
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children are being abused. We partner with the Philippine National
Police, Women and Children Protection Center and the National
Bureau of Investigation Anti-Human Trafficking Unit to conduct rescue
operations and ensure each child is brought to a place of safety.
We bring perpetrators to justice. We help police investigate and
gather criminal evidence so that traffickers and rapists are restrained
from hurting others. We help public prosecutors press charges. It’s an
uphill battle: many cases take two to four years, and some have taken
twice that amount of time.
We restore survivors by creating individualized care plans. IJM
social workers help place survivors in aftercare homes where they
can return to school or take vocational classes, and we provide
trauma-focused therapy. We continue to support survivors after they
return home to their communities and facilitate group meetings to
help them thrive in freedom.
We strengthen justice systems by providing hands-on mentoring for
law enforcement, government officials and partner organizations that
provide aftercare for sex trafficking survivors. We began our current
System Reform project in 2013.
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FIELD OFFICE DIRECTOR
SA M IN OCE N CIO
Sam joined IJM Manila in 2003 as a
lawyer. He became Legal Director and
then Deputy Director for IJM Cebu,
where he helped lead the team that
worked with local law enforcement
to dramatically reduce the number of
children being trafficked in metro Cebu.
Since 2012, Sam has led IJM Manila
and serves as the children’s sector
representative at the Inter-Agency
Council Against Trafficking.
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